89 dodge ram van

The Dodge B series was a range of full-size vans that were produced by Chrysler Corporation
from to Through their production, the full-size vans were sold under several different
nameplates. Most examples were sold by the Dodge division, although rebadged versions were
sold by the now-defunct Fargo and Plymouth divisions. Despite many customer requests, the
B-series was not available in the desired V8 model until Although Chrysler would make two
redesigns of the B-platform van, much of the exterior sheetmetal would remain nearly
unchanged over 32 years of production, making it one of the longest-used automotive platforms
in American automotive history. Built on the B platform later AB , the full-size vans entered
production for the model year. Due to a one-welded-piece "Uniframe" design, the Dodge
platform was lighter and stronger and featured a lower cargo floor than the competition, at the
expense of noise, vibration, and harshness NVH. The resulting lower center of gravity improved
handling versus the competing products. The B-series van was popular for cab-over
motorhome conversion until Chrysler Corporation's egress from that market during their
financial difficulties in the late s. All generations of the B-series van feature similar
construction, with only small variation from era to era. The most pronounced changes were to
the front fenders, hood, grille, and bumpers, which tended to follow their full-size truck
counterparts in each era. Much of this was a result of the need to meet Federal "
crashworthiness " standards. Additionally, the first generation's side door was mounted back
several inches, using a fixed panel between the passenger's side front door and the side door,
allowing for more access to the side door without interfering with the front passenger's seat.
This panel was eliminated in which was a transitional year for the B-series van. Similar
construction for the entire 32 years of production made the Dodge Van very popular with
upbuilders, service companies, and other fleets due to the compatibility of installable options
from year to year without necessitating a redesign. Dodge first x mark pioneered the
extended-rear passenger van favored by school and church groups and dominated this market
until overtaken by Ford in the s. The minivan eventually took over the passenger wagon market.
With the Sprinter, Chrysler shifted from American-style full-sized vans in favor of more
fuel-efficient European-style models. The B-series van was available with nearly every engine
used in a rear-wheel-drive Chrysler product during its production. Small-block V8 engines
included the LA-series in 3 â€” , in 3 â€” , the Magnum 5. Certain model years came with an
optional 5. Dodge was the last of the four major full-size van makers to market a
short-wheelbase van and passenger wagon. The rest of the Big Three took their shortest
full-size vans off the market early in the s. All American vans are now produced with
wheelbases proportional to the body length i. DaimlerChrysler discontinued production of the
Ram van and Ram wagon after the model year, replacing them with the M-B-based Dodge
Sprinter. For the first eight model years, the different configurations of B vans were given
names. Sportsman passenger vans had side windows and passenger seating not present in the
otherwise identical Tradesman models. The same range of gasoline-powered slant-6 and V8
engines was offered in these vans as was offered in the Dodge D Series pickup truck. Dodge
pioneered the American passenger van genre with the introduction of the Maxiwagon along with
the other front engine B series vans that were new for Ford did not produce a passenger van
until , and GM did not introduce theirs until Little changed on Dodge vans produced between
and , with only a grille change from metal to plastic for the model year. On the standard length
vans, the rear end cap just contained new larger tail lamps, but the extended length Maxivan
and Maxiwagon had a completely redesigned rear extension which was longer and had large
windows that wrapped around the corners for better visibility. This was unique to the B vans,
and this same extension was used until the B vans were discontinued in On the â€” models, the
rear side doors were set back about two feet towards the rear wheelwells, with a filler panel
between them and the front doors. Passenger models had a small window between the front
and rear doors. Early vans had black plastic door push buttons, an inlaid pentastar logo low
right front fender, drum brakes and points type ignition. In , the filler panel was removed and the
doors were moved forward to be next to the front passenger door, similar to the Ford and
Chevrolet vans. Dodge vans, particularly Tradesman vans from the â€” model years, were very
popular as the basis for many custom vans during the custom van craze that occurred during
the mid- to late s and early s. Dodge capitalized on this craze, creating a factory customization
package called the "Street Van" package. The Street Van package consisted of a "Street Van"
logo on the passenger and driver's side door in lieu of the Tradesman logos, chrome trim on the
grille and windshield, simulated wood grain inlays in the steering wheel horn cover and
passenger side glare shield, five-slot chrome wheels or white spoked "off-road" type wheels,
chrome front and rear bumpers, chrome trim on the gauges, smaller chrome side-view mirrors,
patterns and plans to create custom interiors, and membership in the "Dodge Van Clan". This
package was available from the model year until it was discontinued in the early s. This was not

an overly popular option from the factory, and Street Vans are somewhat rare. The name "Kary
van" comes from the cube shape of the cargo section of the van. Dodge used the van body for
the front end of its â€” cube-vans usually with dual rear axles and heavy-duty 1-Ton
suspensions. Many examples of these cube-vans can still be found on the streets today as they
were typically owned by companies that kept them in service for some time. Thanks to regular
maintenance, some still see service. During the last two years of its existence, Fargo offered a
rebadged variant of the Tradesman and Sportsman in Canada for and only. Plymouth also
received a rebadged variant of the Sportsman, called the Voyager for the model year. While
never as popular as the Dodge version, Plymouth marketed the Voyager in this format through ,
after which the nameplate was transferred to the new minivan that was introduced for as a
rebadged Dodge Caravan. In the van received a redesigned front end, including a new grille with
wraparound turn signals. Lower-end models had single round headlights, while Royal
Sportsman and other high-end vans received four rectangular headlights. The van would keep
this body style and the dash intact with only grille changes all the way through the model year.
The Sportsman, Tradesman, and Adventurer names were phased out after , replaced with the
Ram van moniker, which included the Ram wagon for passenger models. The body shell and
most fixtures would be one of the longest running of any US vehicle, remaining nearly identical
from the vans' introduction in through their discontinuance in , while Ford and GM would go
through two or three generations of platform redesigns. Kentron Inc. Each will be marked with
the conversion model plaque and a badge. In the Ram van was given a new grille to resemble
those of the Ram trucks. In the entire front end was redesigned with flush headlamps to
resemble the all-new Dodge Ram pickups, and new taillights wrapped around the sides of the
van. The style dash was kept. In , the entire front end was redesigned with flush headlamps to
resemble the all new Dodge Ram pickups, and new taillights wrapped around the sides of the
van. In , the van went through the most thorough update since its introduction in The engine
was moved forward in the chassis to improve crash protection, and the front end sheet-metal
was redone with a longer nose to accommodate this change. Moving the powertrain forward
also resulted in a smaller dog house engine access cover which increased front interior room
and allowed better access when moving between the front seats. The style dashboard and door
panels were finally replaced in the model year with a modern design using components from
contemporary Chrysler products. The side-view mirrors were now break-away units mounted to
the sail portion of the front window openings. This change resulted in the elimination of the
front door vent windows. The van remained mostly unchanged until it was discontinued after
the model year, ending production that June. In , a new Mexican-built full-sized van based on
the Fiat Ducato was introduced and sold under the name Ram ProMaster, [5] which fills the
marketing slot once held by the original Dodge B-Series full-size van. Both of these vehicles are
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The life of an automotive writer is mostly fun, especially when he gets to drive a truly rare
vehicle like the Dodge B Ram Van that I got my hands on in Once again, I wanted to sell a story
to VAN Magazine, a short-lived automotive publication based in Munich, Germany, that I
freelanced for at the time. I rarely had to go very far to find interesting subjects because the
garage that serviced my car back then, a T-Bird also sold US automobiles of all kinds and often
had unusual, even exotic vehicles on the lot waiting for buyers. Many of the cars and trucks I've
reviewed here came from that source, and this Dodge Van was no exception. Like on other
occasions before, my garage man had entrusted me with the keys to one of his precious
vehicles, once more placing his faith in my ability to conduct a full-blown road test without
wrecking it. Fortunately, his faith was fully justified. US-built full-size vans are not exactly an
everday sight in the Old World, particularly Dodges, which are almost non-existent over here.
All the more incentive for me to test drive one when opportunity knocked. Myers, Florida. But
let's examine the Dodge step by step. All three of them represented Motown's answer to VW's
subcompact Bus, which had attained cult status in the US, especially among young
Californians. Detroit and US car buyer tastes being what they are, the compact vans from the
Big Three soon went mainstream, meaning they got bigger and plusher. In the case of the
Dodge, the watershed model year was when the generation depicted here called B-Series
entered the stage and stayed there for an almost unbelievable 33 years. In , the Mercedes-based
Dodge Sprinter replaced the Ram so called since for better or worse. There were vans and
wagons on two wheelbases, The B was only available with the long wheelbase, though. For
those needing even more space, a Maxi Van or Wagon with extended rear overhang could be
ordered in the long-wheelbase B and B series. This whopper measured To power these
vehicles, Chrysler Corporation offered some of its finest engines: As base engine , the
venerable CID Slant Six with a modest 95 net horsepower in gross horsepower in motivated the
B and B The made its debut in and was installed in pretty much every car and truck that ever
wore a Plymouth, Dodge, and Chrysler emblem. As usual with American sixes, it was
considered and marketed as an economy engine and never sparked the car-buying public's
imagination like a V8. However, it was a paragon of reliability and durability, as thousands of
police officers and taxi drivers can attest. It was only in that this inline engine was replaced by a
CID V6 with horsepower, proof positive how outstanding the Slant Six was. The equally famous
CID V8 with horsepower served as standard equipment in the B and was optional in the lighter
classes. The dates back to when it first appeared in the Plymouth Fury as the top-rated high
performance engine. By the early Sixties, however, other, bigger V8s had taken over, relegating
the to entry-level V8 status. In , the , formerly of Y-block or big-block design, became a
small-block. Thanks to new thin-wall casting techniques similar to those at GM and FoMOCo,
the became smaller and lighter, but suffered no power loss at all; cylinder dimensions etc. Not
at all bad for an old pushrod V8. Incidentally, the 's fuel supply system changed from a
two-barrel carburetor to throttle body fuel injection in the very year the test vehicle was built;
the carbureted predecessor had produced horsepower. Top Dog of the Ram's engine lineup in
'89 was the optional CID V8 with net horsepower, a powerplant that had made its debut in , just
like the 2nd generation Ram. It was never intended to be a high-performance engine, but served
to power millions of Mopar cars and trucks faithfully through The test vehicle was a B Ram Van
on the This combination obviously makes the B not a powerhouse, but a pleasant cruiser with

enough guts to push the Ram's boxy shape through the air with a maximum speed just shy of
mph. As usual with older American cars and trucks, ideal cruising speed is 75 mph. At this
speed, the test B with its more than two tons of weight gently bobs up and down and the
highway, gobbling up mile after mile, whispering a muted V8 throb in the driver's ears. Happy
Times really did a swell Job with this Ram, turning a stark cargo van into an impressive and
exceedingly cozy long-distance traveler for up to seven people aboard. Four fully adjustable
captain's chairs with plenty of legroom designed to turn even the most diehard survivalist into a
helpless couch potato and a rear bench seat that converts into a bed simply beg you to just
slouch the hours away. There's a separate air conditioning system for the rear passengers, a
small TV set and a VCR , remember? Tinted windows complete with curtains provide a splendid
view of the great outdoors while safeguarding the privacy of those privileged few inside. With
the cruise control and the air conditioning both set at 75, the hi-fi stereo blasting out my favorite
s cool jazz, I felt right at home in the vastly comfortable captain's chair behind the steering
wheel while my photographer took a nap on the third-row bench seat. Things just don't get
much better than that. On the outside, the Happy Times Dodge looks pretty normal with its
white-over-gold paint job. All in all, the Happy Times conversion leaves an mpression of quality
and solid craftsmanship; the company is a member of the Recreational Vehicles Industrial
Association RVIA , after all. The Dodge Ram B was fun to drive and to try out and sure drew a
lot of stares in Germany, most of them admiring, some skeptical. In the crowded, narrow streets
of the Old World, a big van like the Dodge is certainly not the most practical vehicle, especially
considering the usual bugaboo of American vehicles in Europe, fuel economy. There was
absolutely no way to get more than 17 mpg out of the Ram, even with the most delicate touch
on the gas pedal. At eight bucks a gallon, owning a vehicle like that in Germany requires a fat
wallet or, if you're one of the percenters, saving money elsewhere, like food, electricity, etc.
Expressing one's individuality with an American car in Europe has its rewards, but also its
price. You decide. Primary Use: Utility towing boats, transporting cargo, etc. Pros: Exotic
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